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(15%) 1.

This problem is concerned with the estimation of the variance of normal
distribution with unknown mean from a sample X 1 , . . . , Xn of i.i.d.
normal random variables. In answering 七he following ques七ions, use
the fact that
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and that the mean and variance of a chi-square random variable with
r df are r and 2r, respec七ively.
(a) \Vhich of the following estimates is unbi品 ed?
s 2 = � ;(xi - X) 2

δ2
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：

(b) Which of the estimates given in part (a) has the smaller MSE?
(c) For wl叫value ofρdoesρI: � 1 (Xi - X) 2 have the minimal MSE?

﹝Hint:

(12%) 2.

MSE(B) = E(B - B) ]
2

The probability of a family chosen at random having exac七ly k children
isα抖，0 < p < l. Suppose that the probability that any child h前 blue
eyes is b’。＜ b < l, independently of o七hers. Let us write
Pk

＝ α·p\k

= 1,2, ... ,

Po= 1 一 _!!E__
(1 - p)

(a) Find the conditional probability that a family has r(r 三0) chil
dren with blue eyes, given that it has k children.
(b) What is the probability that a family chosen at random has exactly
r(r三0) children with blue eyes?
(c) Find 七he conditional probabili七y that a family has at least two
children with blue eyes, given that it has at least one child with
blue eyes.

(20%) 3.

Consider an i.i.d. sample of random variables with density function
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(a) Fir

the method of morr er郎es七i 訂1ate ofσ．

(b) Fir

the maxi口mm likelihood estin，《ate of σ

(c) Find the asympto七ic var
(d) Find a sufficient statistic forσ．
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